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The selective mining of Iow-ash blend -coking
coal at Van Dyks Drift Colliery

by R.B. MacGILLlVRA y*

SYNOPSIS
The No. 2 Seam at Van Dyks Drift Colliery was found to be made up of six easily recognizable bands or plies of

differing qualities. Not only did the plies differ from one another in quality, but their thickness and quality varied
laterally across the mine.

The economic production of a Iow-ash blend-coking coal for supply to the Japanese Steel Mills called for the
mining of different portions of the seam. The portions that could be extracted economically varied in thickness and
position within the No. 2 Seam across the mine. A unique system of selective mining had to be developed involving
the dispatch of two separate streams of coal out of the mine.

Conventional American mechanized pillar-and-stall mining was used, and the productivity was improved by the
installation of twin conveyor belts into a double-header section. The method of grade control that was instituted to
ensure efficient extraction of the available coal reserves is described.

SAMEVATIlNG
Daar is gevind dat die laag Nr. 2 by die Van DyksDrift-steenkoolmyn bestaan uit ses maklikherkenbare stroke of

lae van verskillende gehalte. Die lae het nie net in gehalte van mekaar verskil nie, maar hul dikte en gehalte het ook
sywaarts oor die myn verskil.

Die ekonomiese produksie van asarme mengkooksteenkool vir lewering aan die Japanese staalfabrieke vereis
die ontginning van verskillende dele van die laag. Die dele wat ekonomies gemyn kon word, het wat dikte en posisie
in laag Nr. 2 betref, oor die myn verskil. Daar moes 'n unieke stelsel van selektiewe ontginning ontwikkel word wat
die stuur van twee afsonderlike strome steenkool uit die myn uit, behels.

Die konvensionele Amerikaanse gemeganiseerde pilaarafboumetode is gebruik en die produktiwiteit is verbeter
deur die installering van tweelingvervoerbande in 'n dubbelaftakgedeelte in. Die graadbeheermetode wat ingevoer
is om doeltreffende uitmynining van die beskikbare steenkoolreserwes te verseker, word beskryf.

Introduction
In December 1969, members of the Transvaal Coal

Owners' Association (TCOA) held discussions with the
Japanese Steel Mills (JSM) with the object of offering to
supply them with a low-ash blend-coking coal (LAC). The
offer was made on the basis of experimental work done by
the Anglo American Corporation. On returning to South
Africa, the TCOA carried out extensive tests on the
products marketed by its members to establish whether
LA C could be recovered from these products. From the
results of these tests, which were completed by April 1970,
seven mines were invited to participate in the supply of
LAC to the JSM. Two of these mines were Douglas
Colliery and Van Dyks Drift Colliery in the Rand Mines
Group.

On the basis of research done in Japan, the TCOA
believed that the Japanese economy was about to enter a
recession. The J SM also appeared to be eager to enter into
a contract with the TCOA as soon as possible. For these
reasons the T C 0 A arranged to meet the J SM in Japan on
the 20th May, 1970, with the object of negotiating a ten-
year contract for supplies of LAC. The main specifications
stipulated in the contract were as follows:

Ash 7 per cent with a penalty clause above
7,5 per cent
0,7 per cent with a penalty clause above
0,7 per cent

Sulphur
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Swelling index 2! with a rejection clause if below 2! on
three consecutive shipments.

The necessity to decide within the short period of one
month whether to participate placed Rand Mines under
considerable pressure.

Douglas Colliery had as far back as 1957produced satis-
factory coke (by South African standards) from its coal.
Unfortunately, the Colliery failed to establish a market for
this coal, and by 1970 a large portion of the known reserve
had been mined and sold as steam coal. Although further
work was done in the 1960s, users of metallurgical coal
showed no interest and Douglas had therefore not tried to
prove the extent of their remaining reserves of this class of
coal. Notwithstanding the lack of local interest in the
coking coal it had produced, Rand Mines believed that
South Afriea would face a shortage of coking coals in the
future, and turned their attention to the manufacture of
formed coke with the object of trying to expand their coal-
mining operations. Although a satisfactory formed coke
(thought to be the first in South Africa) was produced from
coal from Van Dyks Drift in 1967, local steelmakers
showed no interest in the product. The reserves of coal in
this Colliery were therefore also not updated in this regard.
Although a drilling programme was initiated in April 1970,
no results were available from this programme by May. The
Group therefore turned to an examination of the orginal
borehole analyses in the hopes that something would be
found on which a decision could be based.

While Douglas Colliery had vast coal reserves, there was
no information on the possible coking characteristics of the
major portion of these reserves. At Van Dyks Colliery,
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Fig. 1-Plan of Van Dyks Drift Colliery (1970)
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analyses of swelling indices had been carried out on coal in
the northern part of the property but not in the southern
part. Unfortunately, as can be seen from Fig. 1, a large part
of the northern reserve had been worked out by 1970.
However, examination of the bore hole analyses in the
northern half of the mine showed a strong correlation
between swelling index and volatile-matter content. It was
established that the vitrinite, which was responsible for the
swelling characteristics, had a higher volatile content than
the other coal macerals in the No. 2 Seam at Van Dyks
Drift. When this correlation was applied to the volatile
content revealed in the boreholes in the southern area, it
was apparent that there could be sufficient reserves at Van
Dyks Drift to supply the projected contractual tonnage at
the required specification on behalf of both mines for the
ten-year period of the contract. In May 1970 Rand Mines
therefore agreed to join other TCOA members in signing
a ten-year contract with the J S M to supply a blend coking
coal.

The results of the drilling programme, which started to
flow in during the latter half of 1970, showed that Van Dyks
Drift had the larger reserve of suitable LAC of the two
Rand Mines' Collieries. However, the washed-coal yields
of LAC were low, and it became clear that a special
method of mining would have to be developed to exploit
these reserves economically. Soon after 1970, Douglas
Colliery took over the assets of Van Dyks Drift Colliery,
which allowed Rand Mines to rationalize the supply of its
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allocation by establishing a plant at Van Dyks Drift
Colliery to supply the tonnages of both Van Dyks Drift and
Douglas Collieries under the LAC contract. Since the
production of LA C started in 1976, various improvements
in the methods of mining have been introduced.

Drilling Densities and Sampling Techniques
The first bore holes drilled were placed on a grid 1,2 km

square: Those areas showing less than a 20 per cent yield of
LAC over a minimum width of 1,2 m were rapidly
discarded. Where promising results were obtained, Le.
more than 20 per cent yield of LAC over a greater width
than 1,2 m, the size of the grid was reduced until the holes
were spaced at about 600 m apart. It soon became apparent
that the major reserve of suitable coal was at Van Dyks
Drift Colliery, which justified the faith placed in the corre-
lation between swelling index and volatile content.

Detailed instructions had been issued in regard to the
sampling and analysis of the bore hole cores. The No. 2
Seam, in which the LAC coal occurs, is up to 8 m in thick-
ness. The borehole cores were therefore divided into
sections that, from visual inspection, appeared to have
similar qualities. From this method of sampling, fairly
consistent bands or plies of different qualities became
apparent. These bands were labelled A to E. from the
bottom upwards. It was also necessary to ensure that all the
samples were large enough for full washability analyses to
be carried out. However, it was decided that no sample was
to be greater than 2 m length of core, to make sure that no
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Fig. 2-Coal widths and qualities from 25 of the boreholes drilled initially at Van Dyks Drift Colliery
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TABLE I
THEORETICAL YIELDS IF WHOLE OF NO. 2 SEAM WERE MINED

Borehole no., VDD 2 3 5 6 7 8

Relative density 1,35 1,35 1,35 1,35 1,35 1,35 1,35
Yield, % 15,80 21,91 25,36 28,27 16,56 25,65 24,37
Ash, % 6,41 2,26 6,08 6,12 6,06 6,07 5,53
Swelling index 3,14 3,00 3,24 2,78 3,06 2,66 2,93

Borehole no., VDD 9 10 11 12 13 15 16

Relative density 1,35 1,35 1,35 1,345 1,345 1,345 1,35
Yield, % 18,73 23,25 27,16 26,38 18,00 25,25 28,59
Ash, % 6,24 6,06 6,34 6,17 6,14 5,51 5,90
Swelling index 2,85 3,00 2,37 2,55 3,4 2,71 3,39

Borehole no., VDD 17 18 19 20 21 22 23

Relative density 1,34 1,35 1,35 1,34 ,345 1,35 1,35
Yield, % 12,34 20,08 12,40 16,04 31,38 29,06 32,33
Ash, % 6,58 7,13 6,50 6,35 6,32 6,57 6,40
Swelling index 2,66 3,17 2,80 2,76 2,78 2,78 3,02

Borehole no., VDD 24 25

Relative density 1,35 1,345
Yield, % 12,5 19,73
Ash, % 7,03 6,70
Swelling index 2,70 2,97
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Fig. 3-Middlings produced with varying LAC yields at LAC production of 845 ktla
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changes in qualities were missed. However, once mining
commenced, it was clear that a band of uniform quality,
more or less in the centre of the seam and easily distinguish-
able, was very often over 2 m in thickness. This meant that
a portion of this band was taken in with a different quality
of coal in an adjacent band as another sample. This samp-
ling technique was therefore later changed, and the seam
was divided visually into truer bands. A 115 mm-diameter
core was obtained from the boreholes, which was split
down the middle with a diamond cutter, and the second half
of the core was retained for any further analyses that might
be required. Each sample was washed at the following rela-
tive densities: 1,325 1,35 1,40 1,45 1,50 1,60 1,70 1,80.

Selective Mining Method
Fig. 2 shows the results from 25 of the bore holes drilled

initially at Van Dyks Drift. It can be seen that the swelling
indices vary considerably from band to band. Table I shows
the theoretical yields of these boreholes if the whole seam
were mined. An overall theoretical yield of only some 20
per cent would, in fact, be obtained. Also, owing to the low
yield of LAC, it was clear that a double wash of the raw
coal would be required to produce a saleable middlings
product in addition to the LAC if the project were to be
viable.

Fig. 3 shows the middlings that would be produced from
various yields of LA C as estimated in 1972. Douglas's and
Van Dyks Drift's share of the initial JSM contract was
768 kt/a, with the contract allowing for an additional 10per
cent at the option of the J SM. At a possible required LA C
production of 845 kt/a, it will be seen that the middlings
produced would exceed the total sales allocation at the
LAC yield of20 percent. In fact, a practical yield of at least
22 per cent would be necessary to avoid over-production.
As the near-gravity material in the coal at a relative density
of 1,35 was 75 per cent, it was believed that washing might
prove impossible at such low yields. The bore hole sampling
was therefore examined with a view to the development of
a system of selective mining to mine only the higher-yield
bands for the production of LA C.

VDD.2 VDD.3

All the bands with theoretical yields of less than 20 per
cent were eliminated in the first examination. It soon
became apparent that the mine could be divided into two
main types of LA C occurrence. In a large area south of the
river (Fig. 1), the LA C occurred in the upper three bands.
In som~ areas the occurrence was in the B, C, and D Bands;
in others, it was in the C and D Bands; while in still others,
it was in the Band C Bands. North of the river there were
large areas where the LA C occurred in the A and D Bands,
which are thin, varying between 1 and 2 m in thickness, as
can be seen in Fig. 4.

The No. 2 Seam at Van Dyks Drift, in which the LAC
occurs, is overlain by No. 4 Seam and underlain by No. 1
Seam. While these two seams possess good power-station
coal qualities, no market was available to the Colliery for
coals of this quality in 1970. To protect these seams for
future mining, therefore, the pillar-and-stall method of
mining was chosen. The method has been criticized as
being wasteful, but in this instance it was the only method
that would ensure the recovery of the No. 4 Seam in the
future.

A band of hard carbonaceous limestone was found to
occur between the C and D Bands, which not only was
lenticular in occurrence but varied in its position in the
seam. As its position could not always be seen or predicted,
it was decided that continuous miners should not be used in
the mining operation for fear of high pick costs. Also, it was
important that the production of material smaller than
!mm should be kept to a minimum in order to maximize the
LAC yields, since it was not intended that this material
would be washed. Some have argued that continuous
miners do not produce more material smaller than! mm
than that produced when the coal is blasted. However, the
amount of material smaller than! mm can be controlled in
blasting by the use of good techniques. Conventional
American-type mechanical equipment was therefore
decided upon.

From a study conducted by the Chamber of Mines of
South Africa on this type of equipment it was observed that

I
VDD.5 VDD.6 VDD.7

Fig. 4-Cross-section of No. 2 Seam. showing primary mining (dot stippled) in Bands Band C in the western area of Van Dyks Drift
Vertical scale 1:100 (approx.) Horizontal scale 1:15 000 (approx.)
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VDD.15A VDD.31

Fig. 5-Cross-section of No. 2 Seam, showing primary mining (dot stippled) in Bands B, C, and D in the southern area of Van Dyks Drift
Vertical scale 1 :100 (approx.) Horizontal scale 1 :15000 (approx.)

efficiencies fell off rapidly when the seam height dropped
below 2 m. From Fig. 4 it can be seen that the LA C bands
are less than 2 m in thickness, while the centre non-LAC
bands (B and C in this instance) are generally over 2 m in
thickness. To ensure the greatest efficiency of mining,
therefore, it was decided that a primary mining operation
should be carried out in the non-LA C bands. Fig. 5 shows
the LAC bands in part of the southern area. Here it will be
seen that the LAC occurs in Bands B, C, andD, which are
more than 2 m in thickness, while the non-LAC bands are
less than 2 m in a large portion of the area. It was realized,
therefore, that two products should be mined simultane-
ously: LA C product from the south, and power-station
product from the north. This would allow the greatest
efficiency to be achieved at all times and would expose the
thinner bands for secondary mining in the future. It was

believed that the secondary mining operation would allow
large quantities of coal to be blasted for concentrated load-
ing. In addition, there would be no need for the coal-cutting
operation with its possible breakdowns and limitation with
regard to the depth of the coal blasted. It was considered
that this operation would therefore be highly efficient.

A new shaft that had to be developed to serve future
mining was accordingly equipped with two conveyor belts.
A 1200 mm belt was installed to handle the LA C, and a
1050 mm belt was installed to handle the non-LA C bands.
A mining sequence was computerized so that the qualities
that would be produced from this method could be deter-
mined for the duration of the contract. It showed that LA C
could be produced by primary mining from the southern
area for the first six years of the contract. During this time,
primary mining would be carried out on non- LAC bands in
the northern area. It showed further that, at the end of the
six years, the LA C bands available in the south would be
less than 2 m in thickness, while the non-LAC bands
widened to over 2 m. The mining of LA C was therefore
planned to be switched to the north, where the thinner

LAC bands then exposed by the primary extraction ofthe
non-LAC bands would be removed in a secondary mining
operation. The non-LAC mining was to be transferred to
the south so that the primary and secondary mining of the
non-LA C bands could be carried on as required. The
original computer program showed that a yield of 26 to 36
per cent of the LA C could be obtained over the life of the
contract. This method of mining was therefore presented to
the J SM and accepted by them in November 1972.

While the other mining houses subsequently employed a
system of selective mining, it is believed that the system as
applied to Van Dyks Drift is unique. In practice it has been
found, as was suspected from bulk samples taken at the
time, that the swelling indices have been a little better than
indicated by the borehole analyses. This could be the result
of loss of the softer vitrinite during drilling from the
borehole cores. Up to 1983 it was possible to market the
non-LA C as mined, but now a separate washing plant has
been installed to wash this coal and therefore market a
product of constant quality.

Seam Definition
Following the initial splitting of the seam into five

samples, the banded nature of the seam was further defined
by close-grid drilling and detailed descriptions of the new
underground seam exposures. The current concept
comprises six plies, one of which consists of sandstone and
carbonaceous shale. Fig. 6 illustrates the nature of the
seam. Plies are numbered 1 to 6 from the floor upwards,
and Ply No. 2 is the sandstone-carbonaceous shale se-
quence. Each of the five coal plies exhibits distinctive
qualitative features. Plies 1, 3, and 5 are visually recog-
nizable as LA C by virtue of the comparative preponder-
ance of vitrinite when compared with adjacent plies.
H.owever, the amount of vitrinite varies across the prop-
erty, giving rise to Iow yields in places. This can be seen at
borehole VDD 31 in Fig. 5, where D Band will not be
mined as LA C. Band D is equivalent to Ply 5 in the new
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nomenclature. Ply 2 varies in width from a trace to almost
12 m. The unit had been documented as a meandering
river-channel system contemporaneous with the formation
of the No. 2 seam peat, according to Cairncrossl, This
channel system was extremely important in the control of
the vertical distribution of the plies, and also the lateral
variations in thickness and coal quality. Ply 4 is generally of
good quality, with no visible vitrinite and thus no swelling
pro-pensity. Where the adjacent LAC plies have a high
swelling index, Ply 4 is mined in part or as a whole with the
LA C plies as LA C, because of its low-asb,content. Care is
exercised to ensure that this practice does not reduce the
swelling index below specification. An example of this
practice can be seen in Fig. 4, where Band C, which is equi-
valent to Ply 4 and a portion of Ply 3, has been mined as

'5

4

3

2

LA C. Ply 6 consists of extremely poor-quality coal and,
wherever possible, it is left in the roof. Not only are these
plies visually distinguishable, but they also exhibit distinct
'finger print' characteristics to geophysical logging tools,
which help to confirm the selection of samples.

Table 11summarizes typical qualities in the six plies, and
shows the following.
(1) Ply 6 is of very poor quality.
(2) Ply 5 is generally LAc. To be within the 7,5 per cent

maximum ash constraint, however, the coal would
have to be washed at an average relative density of less
than 1,40. The swelling index obtained would then be
more than 2!.

(3) Ply 4 has a number of very distinctive analytical charac-
teristics in addition to the visual absence of vitrinite,

~
<
-I::v
z
-I171

THICKNESS (m)

MIN AVE MAX

DULL SHALY AND DULL LUSTROUS COAL 0 0,0 0,162,60

MIXED BRIGHT AND DULL LUSTROUS COAL,

PYRITE, CALCITE AND OCCASIONAL

LIMESTONE BA'NDS

20-5

0,0 1,39 3, II

MIXED DULL LUSTROUS AND BRIGHT COAL,
PYRITE, CALCITE AND OCCASIONAL
II MESTONE BANDS

5-10

DULL LUSTROUS COAL, OCCASIONAL THIN

BRIGHT BANDS, CALCITE, COAL OFTEN

< 5 0,0 1,61 4,87
FRIABLE AND SOMETIMES SlIGHTY SHALY

MIXED DULL AND BRIGHT COAL OCCASIONAL

LIMESTONE BANDS, PYRITE, CALCITE
5-10

0,0 1,13 3; 18

MIXED BRIGHT AND DULL COAL,OCCASIONAL
15-30

LIMESTONE BANDS, PYRITE, CAL'CITE

SANDSTONF. SHALE WITH THIN GOAL

BANDS WHEN UNDER 2m THICK
0,0 1,0911,91

DULL COAL 1 OCCASIONAL THIN BRIGHT BANDS <5

~O,08 1,032,48

MIXE.D BPIGHT AND DULL COAL, PYRITE, CALCITE 20-5

Fig. ~etailed columnar section of typical No. 2 Seam, showing the six plies
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Floats at 1,35 r.d. Floats at 1,40 r.d. Floats at 1,70 r.d. Raw values

Ply Yield % Ash % Swell Yield% Ash % Swell Yield c.V. So/, C.V. Vol% S%

6 0,10 10,10 1 0,89 9,53 1 32,05 22,55 0,35 15,88 17,75 0,68

5 37,23 6,69 3! 60,79 7,92 2! 82,91 29,58 0,76 27,18 31,05 2,06

4 6,16 6,60 I! 24,90 7,86 1 88,75 28,05 0,48 26,89 23,50 0,92

3 38,11 5,93 2! 64,70 7,04 I! 86,96 30,01 0,80 28,33 30,14 1,72

2 1,0 7,18 3 2,23 9,28 2 11,10 25,61 0,53 8,08 16,54 0,34

1 20,72 7,12 3! 34,63 8,49 2! 75,15 27,55 0,55 24,19 25,34 1,52

TABLE 11
TYPICAL QUALITIES OF THE COAL IN THE SIX PLIES OF NO. 2 SEAM

c.V. = Calorific value, MJlkg
Vol = Volatile matter

and therefore low propensity to swell. The raw volatile
content is, uniquely, always numerically lower than the
raw calorific value expressed in megajoules per kilo-
gram, and the sulphur content is the lowest of the coal
plies.

(4) Ply 3 is of high quality. However, if the coal is washed

at a relative density of 1,40, the required swelling index
is not achieved, although the ash content is well below
7! per cent. The raw calorific value is high, as is the
sulphur content.

(5) The values shown for Ply 2 represent thin layers of coal
within the overall sedimentary parting. When this ply is
less than 1 mm thick, it is mined with the coal from Ply
1 and sent to the washing plant, where it has a depress-
ing effect on the product yield.

(6) To satisfy the ash constraint, Ply 1 should be washed at
a relative density of less than 1,40.

As has been shown, the plies have their own unique
qualities. It must be accepted, however, that the values
quoted are weighted averages and that there are lateral
variations. The widths of the plies also vary over the prop-
erty. Reasons or postulations concerning this are beyond
the scope of this paper, except that, as a general rule, where
Ply 2 is thickest, Ply 1 is thinnest, and it is only where Ply 2
is well developed that Ply 6 occurs.

Grade Control

It was always recognized that, once mining had started,
an efficient quality-control scheme would have to be
developed. A system based on the geological aspects was
therefore introduced and progressivdy refined to satisfy
the demands of mine management. A need to exert better
control on a sizeable daily variation in washery yield, as
well as to maximize the LA C resources of the mine,
prompted a decision to reduce the interval of the sampling
grid. A further series of surface boreholes was therefore
drilled. In addition, a routine underground face-sampling
programme was initiated concurrent with regular measure-
ments of ply widths along pillars. The accumulated data
from these operations led to a better understanding of the
plies and their variation in spatial continuity and quality.

The grade-control staff at Van Dyks Drift includes one
geologist, one technician, and a drilling crew of three. The
technician visits every primary mining area once a week,
and measures the ply widths exposed on each new pillar.

r.d. = Relative density
S = Sulphur

He supervises the diamond-drilling crew, who regularly
drill cored holes to sample the roof and floor coal that might
remain. Pillars are sampled on a ply basis. The pillar face is
prepared, and two parallel vertical grooves are cut by
means of a chain saw. The sample is then removed between
the grooves. Power for the drill and chain saw is supplied by
the take-off drive of a Ford 3600 tractor. It is the techni-
cian's responsibility to section all the core and channel
samples into the identified plies. He plots the pillar
measurements on plans, comparing actual figures with the
forecast thicknesses obtained from the computer model
described in the next paragraph. Any major differences are
brought to the attention of the geologist, and, if necessary,
surface boreholes are drilled to define the extent of the
abnormality. The geologist visits each primary working
section at monthly intervals. His responsibility is to ensure
that the correct plies are being mined. In the process, both
he and the technician monitor the extent and quality of the
roof and floor, which is particularly important to ensure
that correct quality remains for the secondary mining
operation.

The early grade-control activities were not computer-
ized, and it soon became evident that the increasing
complexity and volume of data being generated would be of
little value unless properly managed. The operations were
therefore computerized, and a series of programs was
developed as an overall mine-planning suite. Quantitative
and qualitative data are manipulated interactively, and are
built into sophisticated computer models that are then used
in the creation of an overall mine plan. The generation of
the suite has taken place continuously over the years since
1970, development and refinement being applied whenever
a need or shortcoming is identified. Sub-suites contain
programs for the calculation of tonnages, sample-
compositing routines, washability calculations, and many
other manipulative processes that are required in the
modelling of a coal deposit.

The initial step in the sequence is the capture of primary
data, which is effected by operators who input geological
and analytical information at screen terminals, so that
errors in definition can be recognized and corrected imme-
diately. The analytical information is computerized right at
the start in the laboratory as the results of analyses become
available. This avoids a certain amount of manual calcula-
tion by laboratory staff. Two borehole master files contain
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the information: one for surface boreholes, and the other
for underground boreholes. The data" held consist of
bore hole name, spatial co-ordinates, ply widths, and ply
roof and floor positions both as depth below surface and as
elevations. Washability analyses for four washing densities
(relative densities 1,30 1,40 1,50 1,70) and raw-coal
qualities are stored for each ply. The master files for the
bore holes are brought up to date with all new informa-
tion as it becomes available. A further facility is being
developed to include the measurements of underground
pillars. The geologist checks the details of the ply sampling,
and ensures that the correct analyses are assigned to the
plies.

Two main computer programs are designed to provide a
forecast of coal production and quality for any period of
time - past, present, or future. The first program is called
Horizon, the name being indicative of the purpose, i.e. the
selection of mining horizons within the banded coal seam.
The program operates on the borehole master files, and
places values in terms of tonnage and quality on specific
areas of the mining layout.

Initially, the geologist inspects individual borehole
records, the information being displayed on the terminal
screen. Ply widths and the quality of the coal in the plies in
terms of two washed products (relative densities 1,38 and
1,70) and raw coal are indicated. The two washing densities
correspond to the average LAC plant wash and the
middlings plant wash. The geologist is then able to form an
opinion of the potential of the plies on a borehole-by-
borehole basis.

The next stage involves the digitizing of the proposed
mining layout. The mine is divided into sections consisting
of panels 110 to 120 m wide by 300 m long, which corres-
pond to three months' advance. Each panel is numbered,
and the sections are identified. A panel master file is
created that caters for three times the total number of
panels in the overall mining layout. Each panel is located in
terms of a co-ordinate system, which can use cadastral or
machine co-ordinates. By the use of polygonal weighting,
average values for each panel are obtained from the
surrounding borehole values extracted from the borehole
master file. The parameters stored in the panel master file
are ply width, washability analysis, and raw-coal quality.
The washability analysis has been run through a washing
simulation so that a relative density fraction of 1,38 can be
written in. The information is displayed on the terminal
screen, and the geologist proceeds to select a mining floor,
which must be a ply interface for easy recognition by the
mining staff, determines the mining roof, and enters the
selection. The mode of mining, i.e. primary or secondary,
is also selected. A panel composite is created if more than
one ply makes up the selection. If not, the single-ply
information goes forward as the horizon quality for that
panel. Worked systematically from panel to panel, the
entire mining area is covered.

The panel master file that is created holds past, current,
and future information for each panel, which describes the
roof and floor of each mining horizon, the mode of mining
determined for each horizon, and the washability analysis

for each horizon. An in situ tonnage for each horizon is also
included. Salamon'sformula2 is applied in a sub-routine of
the program with a safety factor of 1,6, and ultimately there
is a graphic display showing widths and tonnages of selected
horizons, the mining height, pillar sizes and centres, and
extraction factors for each panel. Should a selection fall
outside the required product grade, it can be altered
repeatedly until the most practical optimum mining
horizon is achieved. The screen display will also indicate
the tonnage and quality of the products selected by
applying a washing simulation sub-routine. Thus, the
product quality of the LA C, the raw coal, and the resultant
middlings from the low-ash washing process will be indi-
cated. The quality of the non-LAC bands will also be
reported.

The second program developed was called Compass
(Calculation Of Mine Productions from All Sections). This
accumulates the panel master information written in by
Horizon, and, using a production sequencing file, the
program reports on overall quantities and qualities by
product for all sections. The report is produced on a
weekly, monthly, quarterly, or life-of-mine basis as
required. To effect a reconciliation between forecast and
actual production, the geologist enters details of produc-
tion, Le. producing section, measured survey tonnages,
percentage of panels not mined, type of mining - primary,
secondary (roof and/or floor), advance, retreat - actual
mining height, and the plant to which the coal is consigned
(i.e. the LAC or power-station smalls plant).

The report generated by the computer lists the predicted
total feed to the processing plants, and indicates the bene-
ficiated quantities and qualities that should have been
produced. By comparison with the original selection, any
problem area can be identified. For example, any mining of
the wrong horizon or change in face advance is easily recog-
nized. The program can therefore be used either as a fore-
cast of future production, or as a check on current produc-
tion using actual mined tonnages over a given period. If a
particular plant fails to make tonnage or quality calls, the
elimination or replacement of obviously sub-standard
mining districts or panels can be effected and the program
can be rerun until suitable results are obtained. The change
in supply scheduling to the plant can then be called for.
Should this fail, recourse to Horizon may be indicated, and
an entirely new mining horizon can be selected. In this way
a section grade could be changed.

The programs have achieved accuracies of production
prediction to within 1 per cent. The interactive nature of
the suite has made it possible for mining sequences to be
reselected to accommodate changes in product demand,
taking into account areas that might not have been included
in an automated selection because of rigid parameter
constraints.

Both programs have aided in optimizing the utilization of
available reserves, and are invaluable in maintaining an up-
to-date inventory of these reserves. Management has come
to look upon the programs as powerful and reliable tools,
and is prepared to accept the results with few, if any, reser-
vations.
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Fig. 7-Current sections being worked at Van Dyks Drift
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Mining t per operating hour
District Location method per section t per month

TBD header South Primary 117,6 78598
S header (21-22) South Primary 106,6 31 380
S header West Primary 108,5 36290
S header West Secondary

top and bottom 107,2 35691
S header West Secondary

top coal 128,6 43 862

TABLE III
PRODUCI1VITY FROM 1WIN-BELT DOUBLE HEADER AND SINGLE HEADERS ON PRIMARY AND SECONDARY MINING

TBD = Twin-belt double-header section S header = Single-header section

Primary and Secondary Mining
Some of the original seven mines withdrew from the

contract, and consequently Van Dyks Drift's allocation was
increased. Further, as a result of the fuel crisis in 1973, the
mine was requested to increase its output of non-LA C for
export as power-station smalls. This meant that Van Dyks
Drift would be required to produce between 4 and 5 Mt/a
from its twin-belt shaft to meet these requirements. Nine
underground sections were therefore established.

It was decided that there should be as many 'double
header' sections as possible in the layout to reduce the
amount of skilled labour required. These double headers
consisted of two single sections or headers placed side by
side, feeding one conveyor belt. Each double header
consisted of 13 headings or roads having 6 roads on either
side of the conveyor road. Single headers working alone
were made 9 roads wide. It was soon found that two 9-road
single headers produced about 15 per cent more coal than a
double header. Further, shuttle-car breakdown and
maintenance were high in the double headers, particularly
as the floor conditions are poor. A calculation showed
that shuttle cars in a double header travel a distance that is
30 to 40 per cent longer than those operating in two single
headers producing the same tonnage. To overcome this
disadvantage, it was decided that two belts should be
installed in a double header. One belt was installed in the
4th road and the other in the 11th road.

The site for the establishment of the experimental twin-
belt double header was chosen in a coal block between
mined-out panels that had sufficient space for 30 roadways.
The first section was therefore established with 16 headings
and, on completion of this panel after nine months, the
second section was established, advancing with 14 head-
ings.

The results obtained from the 14-heading twin-belt
double header are compared with those obtained from
9-heading single headers in Table Ill. The twin-belt double
header is identified as TB D header and the single header as
S header.

Table III shows that the productivity per section in the
twin-belt double header is higher than that of single
headers working in similar conditions.

Fig. 7 shows the up-to-date position at Van Dyks Drift
with the positions of the double-header and south single-
header sections. It will be seen that these sections are both
a long way from the shaft, and a new travelling shaft has just
been completed to reduce travelling time and therefore

further increase productivity of the twin-belt double
header.

The advantages of this type of double header can be
summarized as follows.
(1) The availability of two section conveyors allows both

sides of the double header to continue production
should one belt stop.

(2) Supervision by shift-bosses, mine overseers, and
foremen has become easier.

(3) Spare machines are available to either section in the
event of breakdown.

(4) The travelling time for the tractors and scooptrams
used for transport and clean-up has been reduced. .

(5) The section allows for one miner to be in charge of both
sides in the event of a shortage of miners.

(6) Down-time has been reduced by savings in the travel-

\
\
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Fig. 8-Layout of twin-belt double-header section
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ling time of artisans who have been called from one
section to another.

(7) Shuttle-car tramming distances are no greater than in
single headers.

The layout of a double-header section is shown in Fig. 8.
Many ideas were considered for the secondary mining

operations, i.e. the mining of top and bottom coal. The
results obtained from this class of mining are given in the
last two lines of Table Ill, which shows the increased
productivity that can be obtained simply by the use of
mechanical coal loaders and shuttle cars. The increased
production results from the fact that long stretches of top
and bottom coal can be blasted, making higher tonnages
available for the loading operation. Flitting of the loader
from place to place occurs less frequently, resulting in
higher loading availability. Further, no coal cutting is
required, and possible lost time in this operation is avoided.

Large load-haul-dump machines are being tried out to
replace the loader and shuttle car. The indications are that
this type of equipment should be very suitable for second-
ary mining since the higher working places allow large
machines to be employed. However, the machines them-
selves have not stood up to the rough floor conditions, and
their productivity has therefore not matched that of
conventional coal-mining equipment. However, it should
be possible for these problems to be ironed out, when
higher productivity should be achieved.

Utilization of Additional Reserves
Large amounts of high-grade coal are being left behind in

the pillars that support the No. 4 Seam. It is believed that,
when a market is established for the lower-grade coals, the
No. 4 Seam and the No. 1 Seam below No. 2 Seam,
together with the No. 2 Seam pillars, will be recovered by
open-cast mining methods. In fact, a large area of No. 2
Seam that is not overlain by No. 4 Seam has been left intact
for future strip mining. Both the No. 1 and No. 4 Seams
could, of course, be extracted by underground mining. If
this is done, these seams could be extracted completely by
the use of any of the various methods available such as 'rib
pillar' or 'short wall'. However, if these seams were
completely extracted by underground and not open-cast
methods, the coal in the pillars of No. 2 Seam would be lost
and could also become a fire hazard if complete extraction
of No. 1 Seam were practised.

Conclusions
As coal washing is a gravity-separation process, the floats

and sinks are determined mainly by the ash content of the
bands or plies of coal, and not by other characteristics such
as swelling index. It is therefore impossible in Van Dyks
Drift to separate coals according to swelling index. The
only way to separate these coals is in the mining operation.
However, the LAC occurred in thin bands or plies of
around 1 m or less in thickness at the top and bottom of the
seam in some areas. Where this occurred, the plies were
separated by thick bands of coal having no or little swelling
propensity. The mining of these LAC plies in a primary
mining operation would be most inefficient and costly.
Having a separate belt system allowed the low-swelling
plies to be mined and sent out of the mine separately to be
marketed as power-station smalls for export. Because the
band of low-swelling coal was always over 2 m thick,
efficient primary mining was achieved.

Once all the thick low-swelling coal had been extracted in
the northern part of the mine, an operation that took about
six years, it was possible to switch this area to the mining of
LAc. The expected higher productivity in the secondary
mining of the LA C has been achieved. Where adjacent
LA C plies formed a band of more than 2 m thick, as
occurred in a large area in the south, the LA C was mined
as a primary operation. At the end of six years secondary
mining began on the low-swelling plies in this area. The
mine has therefore continued to produce two products
from thick and thin bands of coal with increased efficiency.
The thin bands are being mined at a higher efficiency than
the thick bands, which would normally be contrary to
expectation.

The use of a computer to maximize the amount of LA CO

that can be produced to meet the specification by
combining plies of low- and high-swelling coal, together
with a detailed sampling programme, has resulted in the
reserve of LA C being increased by about 50 per cent.
Further, the computer program has allowed management
to combine coal from areas of lower and higher swelling
indices with coal from areas of lower and higher ash
contents to maximize the reserve of LAC while main-
taining the required specification. A task that seemed
formidable in the early 1970shas proved to be quite simple,
and the projected yields of LAC given to the JSM as early
as 1972have been achieved.
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